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Business & MBA
                                                                            
                                            Build a strong foundation and take your education further with dozens of concentrations to choose from.
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Healthcare
                                                                            
                                            Prepare for important roles in the fast-growing, in-demand fields of Public Health and Health Administration.
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Technology
                                                                            
                                            Learn how to create, manage and secure technology with resources used in today’s workforce.
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Social Sciences
                                                                            
                                            Deepen your understanding of human behavior, social groups and society in subjects like history, sociology and psychology.
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Online
                                                                            
                                            Curious about what it’s like to be an online student? Learn more about SNHU’s supportive online community of faculty, advisors and academic resources.
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                                            It's a dream campus, right in your back yard. With brand new residence halls, state-of-the-art facilities, D2 sports and more, you can do it all at SNHU.
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                                            "I knew I would complete my degree and I knew I would do it at a lower cost than other universities."

Latisha Aguilar ‘21

BA Psychology

                                        

                                

                            

                    

                

            

        



        
            
                
                    
                                                                            
                                
                                                                            
                                            "The degree that I have [from] Southern New Hampshire University...really gave me a head start with the career path that I've chosen."

Wyatt Martensen, '21

BS Geoscience

                                        

                                

                            

                    

                

            

        



        
            
                
                    
                                                                            
                                
                                                                            
                                            "I knew SNHU was a trustworthy institution from day one. They were with me the whole time and wanted me to be successful."

Naeem Jaraysi, '20

MS Marketing

                                        

                                

                            

                    

                

            

        


            

        



	








	
		
		

				Questions Students Ask

			

					

						
							

								What is the best online university?
							

							

							
								
		
At SNHU, we think the “best” online university is likely different for different students. When you’re thinking about what the best online university may be for you, you’ll want to consider the best combination of high-quality education, low cost, a generous transfer policy (if you have college credits already), a best-in-class online experience, and the best student support. And, of course, the availability of the degree you want.


Because SNHU is a nonprofit, accredited university with over 200 affordable, career-focused programs, thousands of students think SNHU is the best online university for them. Our only mission is student success—so we’re always working to provide the absolute best education, online experience, and value for our students.
		


							

					

					

						
							

								Is an online degree recognized?
							

							

							
								
		
Yes. The online format is widely accepted as a legitimate pathway to the same learning and outcomes you’d get in the classroom. At SNHU, we’ve been teaching online courses for over 25 years—offering a different, often more flexible pathway to the same degrees offered in our traditional campus setting. And because Southern New Hampshire University is accredited by the New England Commission of Higher Education (NECHE), you can be confident that our programs meet strict standards of academic quality.
		


							

					

					

						
							

								Can you get a job with an online degree?
							

							

							
								
		
Whether in-person or online, SNHU classes are designed to help prepare you for real-world success.


As the popularity of online education rises, employers are increasingly familiar with leading online universities. So a degree you’ve earned online—especially from a respected, accredited university—can help you stand out when you’re applying for a new job, or looking for a promotion within your current career path.
		


							

					

					

						
							

								How much does an online degree cost?
							

							

							
								
		
Estimating the true cost of an online degree depends on two main factors:

	The university’s tuition rate (cost per credit).
	How much we can help lower your actual cost through transferring previously earned credits, grants and scholarships, discounts, employer tuition reimbursement and other cost-saving strategies. Often, your cost will be a lot lower than you’d think!


Because SNHU is a nonprofit university, we’re able to offer some of the lowest online tuition rates in the nation: $330/credit for undergraduate and $637/credit for graduate degrees. So when you choose SNHU, you’re already starting off with some of the most affordable tuition rates available. Then, we’ll work with you to create a plan that can save you even more money on the path to your degree.
		


							

					

					

						
							

								How long does it take to earn a degree online?
							

							

							
								
		
The time it takes to complete a bachelor’s degree depends on a few factors:

	How many credits you need to earn (most bachelor’s degrees are 120 credits).
	How many classes you take per year.


You can drastically reduce the time it takes to earn your degree by transferring previously earned college credits. SNHU accepts up to 90 credits toward a bachelor’s —that’s 75% of your degree—which means big savings in time and money. You can also transfer up to 45 credits toward an associate degree, and 12 towards a master’s degree.
		


							

					

					

						
							

								How long are my previous college credits good for?
							

							

							
								
		
In general, college credits don’t expire. But if you’re looking to transfer previously earned credits to a new institution (like SNHU), there are a few factors that come into play—like, for example, how long ago you earned those credits. This can influence whether or not you’re able to transfer them into a particular program. At SNHU, we’ll accept up to 90 previously earned college credits toward a bachelor’s degree, and up to 12 towards a master’s. We’ll help you maximize the number of credits you can transfer to SNHU, so you can save money and finish faster.
		


							

					

					

						
							

								How long is a college semester/term?
							

							

							
								
		
At SNHU, online undergraduate programs are 8 weeks long (6 term starts per year) and online graduate programs are 10 weeks long (5 term starts per year). So if you’re wondering when you can start, the answer is always “Soon!"

SNHU Campus terms follow the traditional 16-week spring semester/fall semester format.
		


							

					

					

						
							

								What does nonprofit mean?
							

							

							
								
		
At SNHU, it means our only mission is your success. Unlike for-profit universities, we don’t answer to shareholders or larger corporations. So we have the freedom to reinvest our revenue in programs and services that benefit our students, and in initiatives that contribute to our mission of student success. It’s why we’re able to offer some of the lowest online tuition rates in the nation, a best-in-class online experience, and some of the best support in higher education—from day 1 to graduation and beyond.
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 Is a Computer Science Degree Worth It?
                                                                            
                                            If working with software, technology and a systems mindset interests you, a degree in computer science can be a great fit. Earning a computer science degree can demonstrate your ability to work in a team as well as your aptitude for learning new technological skills and programming languages.
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Picture an Online Degree at Your Own Pace
                                                                            
                                            Earning your degree online can offer the flexibility to manage your studies around personal and professional commitments. Whether juggling a job, family obligations or other responsibilities, earning your degree online can empower you to advance your education at a pace that works for you.
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What Does a Purchasing Manager Do?
                                                                            
                                            Every company, corporation and organization in the world needs to procure goods and services to keep operations functioning and ensure business is moving ahead. Successfully navigating and managing this often complex process is the primary responsibility of a purchasing manager.
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How Do Online Classes Work? What to Know Before You Start
                                                                            
                                            Whether you want to start or finish a college degree, you might be wondering if going to school online is the best option for you. Discover what it's like to be an online student, how online classes work and whether it offers you the flexibility you need to succeed.
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Your future starts now.
                                                                            
                                            At SNHU, it’s easy to get started. Talk to an admission counselor today about your goals, and we’ll help you every step of the way.
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